Abstract -Accurate and quick riverbank line detection plays an import role in extracting the region of interest (ROI) for an unmanned surface vehicle (USV). Because of the riverbank line can be used for USV obstacle detection, visual navigation, motion state estimation. Different from the sea line detection, the riverbank line detection is usually affected by water waves, reflection and inverted image, so the background of land river riverbank line detection are more complex and diversified. In this paper, a robust morphological riverbank line method to a different environment is presented. This method includes following steps: First, image pre-processing (Resize, Gaussian blue, Map RGB colour to HSV space); Then, the value channel was operated by the morphological gradient to highlight the edge; subsequently, segmentation of watershed algorithm; finally extracting the riverbank line in classical Sobel operator. Experiment result proves that our morphological approach can boost efficiency and performance significantly in multiple and complex environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In future military and civilian activities, the USV (Unmanned Surface Vehicle) system is expected to do more dangerous, laborious work on behalf of humans [1] . For the purpose of truly achieve autonomous navigation, a USV must understand and perceive the environment in which it is located and its own state information. Existing USV is equipped with sensors such as radars, cameras, and infrared imagers to capture environmental and target information within a certain range. Among them, the camera, with its advantages of high resolution, rich access to information and low cost, has become one of the important sensors for USV to perceive the environment. At present, the research on USV mainly focuses on the sea area. Therefore, sea line detection is much significant for the detection, identification and tracking of target that appeared near the sea line [2] . Reference [1] presented a sea line detection method base on pixel outline analysis and Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC), and this method has the advantages of superior robustness and fast calculation speed. In reference [2] : first, the position of the sea line is roughly located by using a segment detector; Then, Hough transform is used to extract the sea line accurately, which is superior robustness and fast calculation speed for any noise.
However, the study of USV in inland rivers is also of great significance. For instance: flood relief, water quality monitoring, sewage treatment and so on. In terms of water quality monitoring, the EU spends about 10 million euros a year. Especially for rivers and lakes that directly supply drinking water, monitoring of water pollution costs around 150,000 to 4 million euros every year. At present, the most popular method is to sample the water in the field, and then take it back to the laboratory for testing and analysis, the fatal flaw in this approach is the inability to assess temporal and spatial variations in water quality. That means, in the event of an accident, we will not be able to make a timely decision, leading to the expansion of water pollution [3] . Then in the face of the complex inland river environment, the mature sea line detection approach is helpless. Thereby, a self-navigation USV system working in inland rivers is still an open problem, the main reason is the ability to quickly and accurately detect the riverbank line and meet the real-time requirements of the USV system [4] .because of the riverbank line detection is of great significant: 1) can find water area; 2) can avoid obstacles and navigate; 3) can estimate the status of USV.
The detection of riverbank line is disturbed by the environments such as sky, water surface, water wave, land trees, grass, and buildings. And the edge strength of these disturbances is not less than the gradient of the riverbank line, and the uncertainty of the shape of the waterline makes it so difficult to detect the riverbank line. In order to address the problem mentioned above, a real-time riverbank line detection to an applied USV system based on a morphological method is presented in this paper. Experiment result proves that our morphological approach can boost efficiency and performance significantly in multiple and complex environments.
The chapter layout of this paper is as follows: Chapter II, review related works; Chapter III, the basic principle of the proposed riverbank line detection algorithm; Chapter IV, the experiment results and compared; Chapter V, conclude this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, abundant amounts of novel algorithms for sea line detection have been presented. Reference [1] presented a sea line detection method base on pixel outline analysis and Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC). Firstly, in order to remove noise, a two-dimensional Gaussian filter with 3x3 pixel kernel window is using to blurred image.; Secondly, the maximum and minimum gradient values of 20 parallel lines with equal vertical distances are recorded on the image. This method is robust fast. However, it is vulnerable by weather and reflection of light. In reference [2] : first, the position of the sea line is roughly located by using a segment detector; Then, Hough transform is used to extract the sea line accurately. However, it is vulnerable from the inverted images. Reference [4] , proposed an automatic riverbank line detection approach in view of the optical image. Firstly, a fundamental method of structure extraction is used to preprocess the capture images. Secondly, combining GLCM and LBP operator, a riverbank line detection approach based on the entropy index and Hough transform is proposed. A riverbank line detection and supervised approach based on Full Convolution Neural Network is proposed, as in [3] . it is vulnerable by large waves and some number of moving obstacles.
III. THE RIVERBANK LINE DETECTION ALGORITHM

A. Image Pre-processing
The image resolution obtained by our Point grey camera is 1920×1200. If the image is processed directly with high resolution, the processing speed of the algorithm is greatly reduced, which is not conducive to the real-time requirements of the USV system. Therefore, it is necessary to scale the image before the algorithm is implemented. However, our USV systems work in the wild and are inevitably affected by many negative factors. Such as water waves, light reflection, weather, reflections, camera shake and so on. Therefore, in order to remove noise, a two-dimensional Gaussian filter with 7x7 pixel kernel window is using to blurred image.
HSV space is a kind of uniform colour space, which matches the subjective visual perception of people and can better reflect the observation of colour by human eyes. HSV colour space is composed of hue channel(H), saturation channel(S) and brightness channel(V). In addition, because HSV colour space eliminates the correlation of three channels, it becomes a powerful tool to realize image processing algorithm.
The conversion relation of RGB colour image to HSV space is as follows: Let RGB colour space vector be ‫‬ = [R, G, B], and HSV colour space vector be ĭ = [H, S, V]. Therefore, H channel, S channel and V channel can be calculated by the following formula, as in [5] :
In this paper, we use the V channel in the HSV space to process with the morphological method. Because in the V channel, the brightness value of the land area is much lower than the sky area and the water area. 
B. Morphological Gradient Processing
The V channel was morphological gradient processed. Dilate roughens the highlighted areas in an image, while erode refines them. The difference between dilate and erode emphasizes the boundary between regions, and homogeneous regions are not affected. Therefore, regional subtraction operations tend to eliminate homogeneity. The result is that the boundary between regions is enhanced and the contribution of homogeneous regions is suppressed. By morphological gradient processing, the boundary between regions can be clearly described. 
C. Morphological Watershed Segmentation
The morphological gradient image was segmented by watershed, as in [6] and [8] . Let 1 R , 2 R ... N R be the set of coordinates representing the minimum point in the region of image ( , ) G i j . Let ( ) i U R represent the coordinate set of points in the catchment basin related with the regional minimum value i R . The symbols max and min will be used to represent the maximum and minimum values of ( , )
symbol the set of coordinates ( , ) s t is that satisfy ( , ) U R is shown as:
Let [ ] U k represent the "Union" of the catchment basin that has been submerged in stage and it can be shown as:
Let [ 
]
U max represent the "Union" of all catchment basins and it can be shown as:
Firstly, initialize the watershed finding algorithm with
. , here are three possibilities as follows, as in [9] : 1).
[ 1] Q U k is an empty set; 2). [ 
1]
Q U k include a connected component of [ 1] U k ;
3).
[ 1] Q U k include more than one connected component of [ 1] U k . Building [ ] U k from [ 1] U k according to which of these three conditions is true. Condition 1 is true when a minimum is found; when q is located in some local minimum catchment basin, condition 2 occurs; Condition 3 occurs when all or part of the ridgelines that divides two or more catchment basins are found. Fig. 4 is the original riverbank image captured by the camera; Fig. 5 is morphological watershed segmentation image. 
D. The Riverbank Line Detection
Using the classical Sobel edge detection operator for morphological watershed segmentation image, the boundary between sky, land, and water is extracted.
( , ) seg x y represent the segmentation image; X S symbols the horizontal component of Sobel edge detection graph; Y S symbols the vertical edge detection graph; S symbols the Sobel edge detection graph of the whole image, as in [10] . X S is shown as:
Y S is shown as:
S is shown as:
Fig . 6 is boundary of sky, land and water; Fig. 7 is the riverbank line. Fig. 6 The boundary of sky, Fig. 7 The riverbank line. land and water
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, for the purpose of verify the effectiveness of our riverbank line detection algorithm, lots of experiments were done in a series of different environments. The USV platform, as in [11] , designed in Shenyang Institute of Automation, Guangzhou, Chinese Academy of Sciences, which is displayed out Fig. 8 . and its fundamental parameters are displayed out in TABLE I. Our applied USV system is consisted of five subsystems. There are listed out in TABLE II. For the purpose of verify the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed riverbank line detection approach. Our applied USV performed five experiments in five representative environments. The first time, the picture was captured at a place far away from the riverbank in sunny weather. And there is an obvious boundary between river and bare rock on the land. The second time, on a cloudy day, the picture was captured not far from the water bank. The environment on the land was more complex, and there were two ships on the water. The third time, in windy weather, the picture we captured was very close to the water bank. There was a big wave on the water, and the trees on the water bank were completely reflected on the water. Furthermore, the colour of the water surface was the same as that of the trees on the bank. The fourth time, on a winter afternoon, the entire image was captured in close colour, with an island in the middle of the lake. The fifth time, at dusk, the captured image has a dramatic reflection of light from the surface of the water, and the light is dim at the nearby the riverbank line. Therefore, there is a relatively fuzzy boundary between river and land. Fig. 9 is the riverbank line detection results in five different representative environments. The first column in figure 9 is the original image captured by the camera, which is the sample picture of the five experiments in turn. The subsequent column is result by pixel profile analysis and RANSAC. The third column is result based on Hough transform and line segment detector. The fourth column is result by our proposed approach.
As we can see from the experiment results, our proposed method can be well adapted to the diverse and complex waterfront environment, and is not affected by light intensity, surface reflection and water waves. In the face of complex and multiple environments, our algorithm can accurately segment land and water, and the riverbank line detection results are very close to the real land. The algorithm proposed by [1] and [2] , which can also detect land and water lines in the face of a single waterfront environment. However, when there is reflection on the water surface, water wave, the water bank environment is more complex and the light is dim, the error of the detection result is large.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an effective and novel detection method of land and water lines is proposed based on morphology, and verified by practical USV system. Our main work is: first, the camera to obtain the image of smoothing noise preprocessing; Secondly, based on the significant features of the HSV colour space V channel, the morphological gradient processing was carried out to highlight the boundary lines of each region. Then, the morphological watershed was used to divide the sky, land and water. Finally, the classic Sobel operator is used to extract the land and water lines. For the purpose of verify the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed riverbank line detection approach. Our applied USV performed abundant experiments in five representative environments. A large number of experimental results prove that our introductive algorithm can quickly and accurately detect riverbank line in a multivariate and complex environment. Furthermore, our riverbank line detection approach can also be used with applied USV system obstacle Fig. 9 Result of the riverbank line detection detection and autonomous navigation. The purpose of this paper is to extend the application of USV on the inland river. In the next step, this paper will continue to study how to further boost the real-time performance of our algorithm, and the detection and tracking of obstacles near the riverbank line.
